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SUMMER 2017 : NEW EXHIBITIONS 

JUNE 15 – AUGUST 20 
 
 

Main Gallery & Small Gallery 
Group exhibition| THE HOUSE OF DUST D’ALISON KNOWLES  

 

Place Publique 
Antoine Caron| UNITÉ D’HABITATION 

+ Performances every Thursday  
In connection with The House of Dust d’Alison Knowles,  June 29, July13 & 27, August 10 

In link with Unité d’habitation d’Antoine Caron, July 6 & 20, August 3 & 17  
 

Opening June 15th. Free 
 Guided tour of the exhibitions by the artists and curators, 5PM 

Open Studios during the opening, 6PM - 8PM 
 

The Darling Foundry launches its summer programming this Thursday June 15th starting at 5pm, 
in its interior and exterior spaces.   
 

The exhibition traces the history of The House of Dust, one of the first computer-generated poems conceived by 
Fluxus artist Alison Knowles. Contemporary artists have captured the poem-score to propose new interpretations. 
 

For its 10th anniversary on Ottawa street. Place Publique presents Unité d’habitation, an evolving artwork made 
by Antoine Caron, in echo to the summer exhibition. 
 

Every Thursday from June 29 to August 17, Place Publique will host performances initiated by The Darling 
Foundry and its partners : Cercle Carré, GIV, RIPA et Bodies in Dark Times. A terrace-bar built by UQAM’s 
students from environmental design department, will also be inaugurated.  
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THE HOUSE OF DUST BY ALISON KNOWLES 
MAIN AND SMALL GALLERIES 
With A Constructed World, Tyler Coburn & Byron Peters, Stéphane Degoutin & Gwenola Wagon, Nicole Fournier, 
Jeff Guess, Martin Howse, Norman C. Kaplan, Allan Kaprow, Jonathon Keats, Alison Knowles, Lou-Maria Le Brusq, 
Aurélie Pétrel, Joshua Schwebel, and Daniela Silvestrin. 
  
Curators: Maud Jacquin and Sébastien Pluot, with Jeff Guess and Art by Translation 
 

 
House of Dust d’Alison Knowles 

In 1967, Fluxus artist Alison Knowles creates The House of Dust, one of the first computer-generated poems. 
Each quatrain began with “A house of . . .” followed by random sequences of materials, sites or locations, light 
sources, and categories of inhabitants randomly matched by a computer program. In 1969, Knowles translates 
one of the quatrains into an architectural form which was installed first in Chelsea (NYC), and then at CalArts, 
where a burgeoning community of experimental artists and students propose installations performances, 
concerts, poetry courses, and film screening within the structure. 
 
The exhibition presented at the Darling Foundry retraces the history of The House of Dust and presents 
contemporary artists’ new interpretations of the poem-score. Aurélie Pétrel probes relations between The House 
of Dust and the work of Peter Eisenman through an examination of documents from the CCA. Other artists explore 
the phenomena of translation among different types of languages, media, and subjectivities – a central 
dimension of The House of Dust. For instance, in A Constructed World, the artist interprets one of the poem’s 
quatrains by making a “paper house” intended to communicate with sculpture eels and to be used as a structure 
for hosting workshops, conferences, and performances for the duration of the exhibition. 

This installation relates to the offerings of other guest artists whose works explore communication between 
humans and nonhumans – animals, plants or machines: Stéphane Dégoutin and Gwenola Wagon, Jeff Guess, 
Martin Howse, Jonathon Keats, and the members of Art by Translation – Tyler Coburn, Lou-Maria Le Brusq, 
Joshua Schwebel, and Daniela Silvestrin. Knowles also presents a new version of Gift Objects for the House of 
Dust.



UNITÉ D’HABITATION  BY ANTOINE CARON 
PLACE PUBLIQUE |Ottawa street 
 

 
 Oeuvre d’Antoine Caron                                                                                Tests pour Unité d’habitation   
 
In Unité d’habitation, Caron reinterprets the concept of the “machine for living” by building a metallic structure of 
aquarium-modules, each of which is inhabited by objects found in the Darling Foundry as well as different types of 
algae. Theorized by Le Corbusier and Nadir Afonso, the unite d’habitation is a modernist architectural principle 
involving extremely functional housing complexes that are brutal and unadorned in appearance.  By incorporating 
an exogenous component – growing algae – with pre-existing components – found objects – Caron reprises the 
model of the unite d’habitation and plays the roles of urban planner, politician, and contractor. He reflects on the 
phenomenon of gentrification and the future of condominiums by casting a critical gaze at Le Corbusier’s utopia 
and the failure of his great Cité Radieuse.  
 
Like Alison Knowles decades ago, Caron materializes his own quatrain for the Place Publique, displaying a work 
that is open and always evolving: 
 
A glass house  
       Using natural light  
              Inhabited by algae and old objects  
                    In the Place Publique, in the heart of Griffintown  
 
Antoine Caron is currently completing his bachelors degree at Concordia University’s department of Fine Arts. 
Caron examines society and its collective representations by placing his works, viewers, and their immediate 
environment in a situation of dialogue. By deconstructing how everyday objects are usually looked at, Caron 
challenges the utilitarian essence of these objects, taking them beyond their original use into the realm of self-
determination to present an analysis of social and political phenomena. He pays particular attention to 
emancipatory potential of his works and the plurality of meanings that may be created in visitors’ eyes over time.  
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PERFORMANCES EACH THURSDAY, FROM JUNE 29 JUNE TO AUGUST 17 
PLACE PUBLIQUE | TERRACE - BAR  
 

Since 2007, Place Publique has established itself every summer on Ottawa Street as a space dedicated to the 
visual arts and the public. Site-specific artwork, performances and workshops animate and transform the space to 
become an interactive platform, bringing together artists and citizens. 
 
This new edition marks the 10th anniversary of the Place Publique, directly in resonance with the summer 
exhibition, The House of Dust d’Alison Knowles. 
 
Place Publique will be animated and activated by series of performances initiated by the Darling Foundry and its 
partners: Cercle Carré, GIV, RIPA et Bodies in Dark Times, around the site-specific artwork of Antoine Caron, Unité 
d’habitation, and by a terrace/bar built by UQAM students with scaffolds and hammocks.  
 
PERFORMANCES PROGRAM IN LINK WITH THE HOUSE OF DUST D’ALISON KNOWLES
 

! 29th june: Echenberg Rachel / St Jean Aubre 
Stephanie / Adriana Disman 

! July 6th: RIPA 
! July 13rd: Baker Khadija / Compton Ben / 

Patterson Andrew 
! July 20th: Cercle Carré 

 

! July 27th: Theoret Groulx Pascale / Van de 
geer Jacqueline 

! August 3rd: Bodies in Dark Times / Céline 
Perreira 

! August 10th: Arzapalo Alfonso / Bosowec 
Christina / Charlebois Vincent 

! August 17th: GIV
 
 
 

THE DARLING FOUNDRY 
 
The Darling Foundry is a visual arts center and a must-see venue for contemporary artworks, addressing a 
curious public to discover various forms of contemporary art. Housed in a former industrial foundry in Old 
Montreal, under the general and artistic direction of Caroline Andrieux, the Darling Foundry supports the creation, 
production, and distribution of works by emerging artists. The Foundry offers, among other things, creation 
workshops, international artist residencies and in situ projects. The Darling Foundry offers a new articulation of 
contemporary art and engages the public in new experiences while putting in place means of meeting that serve 
to strengthen the links between diverse communities.  

Darling Foundry|Artistic director, Caroline Andrieux  
745 rue Ottawa, Montréal, QC H3C 1R8|514.392.1554 
fonderiedarling.org  
 
Wednesday to Sunday, noon to 5pm| $5 entrance fee  
Thursday, noon to 10pm|Free entry  
 
Partners: Ville-Marie, Conseil des arts et des lettres du Québec, Conseil des arts de Montréal,  
 
 


